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The Kaer Maga Dwarves are a bit of an unorthodox faction in the Dark
Elves growinglanes of Might. They were introduced in Total War:

WARHAMMER with the Dwarf faction and then had little to no impact
in subsequent campaigns. Based on their own lore, they had grown
jaded over the long years, retreating from their roots of mining in

order to focus on a more scholarly and intellectual lifestyle. However,
in Infinite Warfare, they are now in a position of radical weakness,
having abandoned their mining economy for a reliance on blood

magic and the lore of their Dark Elven tutors. The Kaer Maga are the
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elite troops of the Dark Elves who fight with a focus on close combat
using heavy armour and weapon special skills. While most of their

units would be considered ungimmicky and a distinct lack of a unique
one, there are a few standout units in the form of the Bards and

Arctisurues. Arctisaurusses are powerful and capable melee units who
can be used with their area of effect attack to clear the path and the

poison damagethey can inflict makes them especially dangerous
when in large groups. Weve got a lot going on in this DLC, including

the addition of the final chapters of our main campaign saga, the
Tomb Kings. Be sure to grab the Immortal Empires 3 which unlocks

the free content and all the DLC characters when it goes live. With the
addition of the Chaos daemons we wanted to re-balance the Battle

experience by increasing their vulnerability to characters with
Vampiric Strike. To this end, weve increased the Vampire Strike

damage penalty to -25% for Daemons, -50% for Greater Daemons
and -75% for Greater Daemon Princes.
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We've made changes to the UI that go into effect from Update 2.0
and onwards to help with command and control. In particular, using
the new Organization panel will allow you to see and command any

Vassals of yours without having to open your Units screen. The
Organization panel, however, also opens up the ability to

select/change Vassals to Garrison, Travel, etc. Simply click the row
with the Vassals that you wish to change and click on the UI element
next to it. Note: this only works when there are Vassals attached to

your Unit. War Chariots are ranged vehicles that were never intended
to be frontline units. However, against the likes of Blood Elves and

Wood Elves, they are often overpowered and, thanks to their unique
Abilities, the are often like holding a card up to the opponent. The
Goblin Assault, or 'Assault Formations', are melee attacks that are

very strong in Battle, and we're listening to their feedback to change
their hit locations. As their Design is intended to be a new mechanic

for the faction, we want to ensure that they are more reliable in
gameplay as well. We have also increased the capacity and speed of
the 'Backtrack' System. This is the system that allows a unit to move
backwards, provided that they have not 'Run' (You'd be amazed how
many common units do not have this ability). This has caused some

problems for players and it is now much more difficult to pull off.
Instead of moving and then having your unit back up to a position

where your command unit can once again control them, the unit will
now be placed back wherever they were before. 5ec8ef588b
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